
The Gap and the Gain: Bridge the Distance
between Where You Are and Where You Want
to Be
But what if there was a way to bridge the gap between where you are and
where you want to be? A way to overcome obstacles, set goals, and
achieve success?

There is. It's called The Gap and the Gain.

The Gap and the Gain is a book by Dan Sullivan and Dr. Benjamin Hardy
that helps readers identify and close the gap between where they are and
where they want to be. The book provides actionable strategies for
overcoming obstacles, setting goals, and achieving success.
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Sullivan and Hardy argue that the key to success is not to focus on your
weaknesses, but on your strengths. They call this the "gain" mindset. When
you focus on your strengths, you are more likely to take action and achieve
your goals.

The Gap and the Gain is full of practical advice that can help you achieve
success in all areas of your life. Whether you want to lose weight, start a
business, or improve your relationships, this book can help you get there.

Here are just a few of the things you will learn in The Gap and the Gain:

How to identify your strengths and weaknesses

How to set goals that are both challenging and achievable

How to overcome obstacles and stay motivated

How to create a plan for success

How to measure your progress and make adjustments as needed

The Gap and the Gain is a must-read for anyone who wants to achieve
success. It is a practical, actionable guide that can help you bridge the gap
between where you are and where you want to be.

Free Download your copy of The Gap and the Gain today!

About the Authors

Dan Sullivan is a leading business coach and author. He is the founder of
Strategic Coach, a company that has helped thousands of entrepreneurs
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Dr. Benjamin Hardy is an organizational psychologist and bestselling
author. He is the author of several books, including Willpower Doesn't Work
and The Motivation Myth.

The Gap and the Gain is a powerful book that can help you achieve
success in all areas of your life. If you are ready to bridge the gap between
where you are and where you want to be, this book is a must-read.
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